
 

November 2, 2017 

Mayor Thad Birmingham and Common Council 
Fire Chief Tim Dietman 
City of  Sturgeon Bay 
421 Michigan Street 
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235 
 

To the Honorable Mayor Birmingham, Common Council, and  Chief Dietman, 

The Sturgeon Bay Historical Society (SBHS)  is  pleased to provide the following 
draft proposal (Proposal) that may  form the basis  of a Development Agreement or 
Memorandum of Understanding with the City of Sturgeon Bay  (City) that may 
facilitate the stabilization, rehabilitation and use of the Granary  as  a cultural and 
economic asset  of  the community at no cost to the City.  
 
The intention  of this  letter  is  to convey a simplified proposal to  the City  that can 
stand alone from other proposals  that might come forward. If, at a later date,  the 
City desires, the work contemplated in this  Proposal may  support, complement or 
integrate with other  developments  in the district that are consistent with the SBHS 
mission.  
 
SBHS  is  very excited about the possibility to move forward, and  pleased  by recent 
substantial funding donations  from the community in support. Between  the lines  of 
our bylaws  is  a can-do attitude and a firm commitment to seeing  projects  come to 
fruition  for the benefit of the community. SBHS  welcomes  the Door County 
Community  Foundation’s  request, as  stipulated by the donor it represents,  to work 
collaboratively  with the City of Sturgeon Bay to develop a shared  vision  for the use 
of this  property  for  the public’s  benefit. 
 



This  Proposal is  based solely on using SBHS  funds, currently in excess  of 
$1,300,000. No City  funds  will be used. This  proposal relates  only to the area 
immediately  proximate to the Granary, approximately 60 feet x 60 feet, 
approximately  0.08 acres.  
 
This  proposal would require time to obtain an updated analysis  regarding  the 
structural stability  of the Granary. SBHS  will pay the cost associated  with obtaining 
this  analysis, provided the current raze order is  suspended or withdrawn to enable 
this  review.  
 
If acceptable and helpful to the City, SBHS  is  immediately ready  to provide the 
assistance of  consultant and builder Pat Drury, of Drury Designs  Inc., from DePere, 
Wisconsin. SBHS  offers  a plan, ready to implement, for re-assessing  the Granary’s 
structural condition  that engages  Drury as  general contractor and  consultant to 
facilitate the work of Meyer Borgman Johnson Engineering (MBJ)—which 
performed  the 2013 structural assessment for the City—to safely  assess  and  then 
address  the safety issues  outlined in the raze order issued by Fire Chief  Dietman; 
and then to assess  and restore the Grain Elevator. 
 
If allowed to proceed, SBHS  agrees  to pay for the stabilization in a manner  that is 
done safely and in keeping with standards  and best practices  for the work. The 
SBHS  agrees  to pay for insurance riders, separate policies  or bonds  that may be 
required  for the City to fill any gaps  in coverage during the assessment,  stabilization 
and restoration  process  to indemnify the City against loss  or obligation. 
 
The SBHS  will restore and maintain the Granary to a historically  appropriate finish 
and trim which will comport with the standards  and review  of the State, City  and 
any committees  charged with review  of building, safety and appearance.   
 
The SBHS  agrees  to  maintain the structure in a safe manner and  will facilitate 
inspections  deemed necessary by officials  of the City, County, State or Federal 
governments.  
 
The SBHS  will retain an endowment sufficient to  facilitate ongoing maintenance 
and upkeep. 
 
The SBHS  will work with the City and other commercial and  non-profit entities  in 
the area to  enhance the overall community and economic value of the district as  may 
be appropriate.  



 
SBHS  is  willing  to  purchase or lease  the structure from the City for a negotiated  fee, 
if the City desires.  
 
When restoration  is  complete the SBHS  agrees  to make the structure available to the 
public for events, festivals, markets  and rental as  may be appropriate.  
 
All terms  of this  proposal will adhere to any requirements  of the Wisconsin 
Historical Society  and any other norms  and laws  that may  apply  to this  site and 
structure.  
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
Board of the Sturgeon Bay Historical Society 
Christie Weber, President 
 

cc: Josh VanLieshout, City Administrator 
Marty Olejniczak, Community Development Director 
Randy Nesbitt, City Attorney 
Chip Brown, State Historical Preservation Office of Wisconsin 

 

 

 



Appendix A Background 

The City  previously engaged the engineering firm of Meyer Borgman Johnson (MJB)  to 
perform a structural evaluation  of the Granary and in its  December 13, 2013, Phase-II Structural 
Condition  Assessment report the professional engineer from MJB  reported the following  “…a 
detailed  computer  analysis  model was constructed  to capture the elevator behavior. The model 
includes  over 1,000 pieces, over 700 plates,  and over 1,200 connections. Twenty-six different 
load combinations  of wind, self-weight, and live load  were considered.   The computer analysis 
was supplemented  by hand calculations  and MBJ  analysis  spreadsheets  to determine loads  and to 
confirm the computer  results.” MBJ  concluded in its  report, “The City of Sturgeon Bay intends 
to salvage and adaptively reuse the elevator as  part of its  waterfront redevelopment program. 
Based on the information  gathered during the site visit report and subsequent calculations, it is 
our conclusion that the existing elevator  is  in generally good condition and retains  sufficient 
capacity  to support this  intended use, with some modifications.” 

 
The Granary is  in an unsanitary condition  due to the presence of bird and rodent 

waste, but does  not pose a safety or health  hazard because it has  been secured against 
entry by the public; and is  not in  imminent danger of collapse according to the 2013 MBJ 
Report and due to  the installation  of support cables  by the City of Sturgeon Bay to ensure 
the structural integrity of the Granary as  recommended in  and directly following the 2013 
MBJ  Report. 
 

Many citizens  consider the Granary a valuable, important and unique asset  of the 
community  and have expended time and funds  directly  and through business  or non-profit 
ventures  to incorporate the Granary in  future commercial plans  and public space plans  for the 
west side waterfront. 

 
On August 18, 2017, the Granary was officially  listed  on the Wisconsin Registry of 

Historic Places as  defined under Wis.  Stats. §44.31 and further was recommended to be listed  on 
the National Registry  of Historic Places and further according to the Wisconsin Historical 
Society,  “The Teweles and Brandeis  grain elevator  is  an excellent, highly intact example of a 
grain processing and storage building  of a type that was once frequently encountered in 
communities  in Wisconsin  and in many other Midwestern states….It is  now  the only surviving 
historic resource in  the city that can attest  to the city’s  historically important role in agriculture 
production  in Door County.” 

 
The City  of Sturgeon Bay’s  Comprehensive Plan, adopted in 2010,  states, “Cultural 
resources  encompass  historic buildings  or structures  and archeological sites, as  well as 
institutions  and organizations  which contribute to  the cultural or artistic life of the 
community.  Cultural resources  help to provide the City of Sturgeon Bay with a sense of 
heritage,  identity,  and civic pride…and  can also  provide economic development 
opportunities  for the City and its  residents.  For these reasons, it is  important to identify 
historical and cultural sites in  the City of Sturgeon  Bay.” The Plan lists  only five overall 
goals  and one of the five is:  Seek preservation and maintain the abundant natural and 
historic resources  within  and surrounding the City (page 3-30).!


